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UNITS: ENERGY

Energy  measured in electron-Volts (eV)

1 volt battery boosts
energy of electrons  by 1 eV

1 e-Volt = 1.6x10-19 Joule1 volt
battery

1 MeV = 106 eV             1 GeV = 109 eV

Recall that atomic and molecular energies ~ eV
                  nuclear energies ~ MeV



  

UNITS: MASS

From E = mc2       m = E / c2     so we measure masses in MeV/c2

1 MeV/c2  =  1.7827 x 10 -30 kg

Frequently, we get lazy and just set c=1, so that we measure masses in MeV

e.g.   mass of electron = 0.511 MeV
         mass of proton = 938.272 MeV
         mass of neutron=939.565 MeV

Also widely used unit of mass is the atomic mass unit (amu or u)
defined so that Mass(12C atom) = 12 u

         1 u = 931.494 MeV = 1.6605 x 10-27 kg



  

nucleon = proton or neutron

“nuclide” means one particular nuclear species,
 e.g. 7Li and 56Fe are two different nuclides



There are 4 fundamental types of forces in the universe.
1. Gravity – very weak, negligible for nuclei except for neutron 
stars
2. Electromagnetic forces – Coulomb repulsion tends to force 
protons apart )
3. Strong nuclear force – binds nuclei together; short-ranged
4. Weak nuclear force – causes nuclear beta decay, almost 
negligible compared to the strong and EM forces.

How tightly a nucleus is
bound together is mostly
an interplay between the
attractive strong force
and the repulsive
electromagnetic force.



  

line N=Z

black dots=stable nuclei
“VALLEY OF STABILITY”

Let's make a scatterplot of all the stable nuclei, with proton number Z
versus neutron number N.

Note:  1.   Not all combinations of N, Z are possible!
           2.   For light nuclei, stable nuclei cluster around N=Z.
           3.   For heavier nuclei, N>Z ;  the heavier the nucleus,
                 the more neutrons you need to make the nucleus stable

e.g. 56Fe has 26 p, 28 n but 208Pb has 82 p, 126 n (nearly 50% more n than p)
                 Reason:  protons and neutrons both feel the attractive
                                 strong interaction, but only protons feel the
                                 repulsive Coulomb force.



  
The further the nuclide is from the valley of stability, the shorter is its half-life.



  

proton-excess side of
valley of stability:
nucleus sheds its excess
protons by beta+ decay
where p→n + e+ + νe

neutron-excess side
of valley of stability:
nucleus sheds its excess
neutrons by beta- decay
                            

__
where n→p + e- + νe



  

DECAY MODES OF NUCLEI



  

NUCLEAR MASSES & BINDING ENERGY

Recall Einstein's famous formula   E = mc2

High energy content E  means higher mass m.
This is negligible on scales of everyday life.

e.g   suppose I expend energy ΔE = 1 Joule to wind up a 1 kg alarm clock
        The clock's mass increases by Δm = ΔE / c2 = 1.1x10-17 kg

        i.e.  the mass changes by ~ 1 part in 1017  (negligible)

As we will see shortly, the change in mass is
not negligible on the nuclear scale.

When a system of two or more particles get bound to each other,
the energy (and hence the mass) of that system decreases.



  



  



  



  

Now let's consider  B /A    i.e. the average binding energy per nucleon
in a nucleus.

 
initial rapid
rise as more
nucleons added

average binding
energy ~ 8 MeV
per nucleon – almost
constant for mass 12
to mass 238

tightest binding for Fe 
region nuclei

gradual decrease in binding
with increasing mass, due
to greater Coulomb repulsion
between the protons



  

This behaviour, that the B/A value is almost a constant for all
but the lightest nuclei, is termed the saturation of nuclear forces.
It is a consequence of the short range of the strong nuclear force:
each nucleon feels the attraction of only its nearest neighbours.

If each of the A nucleons in a nucleus could bind to each of the other (A-1) 
nucleons, then the total binding energy B would be proportional to the
number of pairs, ie.   B ~ A(A-1) ~ A2 , 
and B/A ~ A .  This is NOT what is observed in nuclei !

Instead, B/A ~ constant. This indicates that nuclear binding forces
must be short-ranged, as shown by analogy in the next slide.



  



  



  

The average binding energy of ~ 8 MeV per nucleon is
nearly 1% of the mass of a proton or neutron (938 MeV).

i.e. the mass of a nucleus is nearly 1% smaller than
the mass of its constituent nucleons, because of
the large binding energy. Easily measured, and
not negligible as it is in atoms and molecules.



  

going from  A=1 to A=4, the average binding energy per
nucleon increases from 0 to 7 MeV

Fusion reaction 4 p → 4He + 2 e+ + 2 νe liberates ~ 4 x 7 = 28 MeV
THIS REACTION PRODUCES ENERGY IN THE SUN!



  

hydrogen→helium gives the biggest gain
in binding energy. Stars spend most of
their lives in this stage. (Main sequence
stars). Later stages
which fuse He+He+He→C, 
He+C→O, etc. produce far less energy
and last much shorter periods of time.



  



  



  

going from  A=235 to A=118, the average binding energy per
nucleon increases by ~ 1 MeV

Fission of 235U into 2 equal fragments gives about 235 x 1 = 235 MeV.
THIS REACTION PRODUCES ENERGY IN NUCLEAR REACTORS.



  

Binding energy B is experimentally determined by measuring the mass of the atom
and then using the relationship

M(atom) = Z M(hydrogen atom) + N M(neutron) – B / c2   -  b / c2

nuclear
binding
energy

binding
energy of
atomic
electrons



  

TITAN facility at TRIUMF measures the masses of nuclides far from the valley
of stability 



  



  

Liquid Drop Model of the Nucleus

The behaviour of B/A ~ constant is reminiscent of the behaviour
of a liquid. In the 1930”s Von Weiszacker developed a model
for the binding energy of a nucleus by modeling it as a drop
of liquid with electric charge, plus some correction terms.

Like the water in our kettle, the binding energy has
a term which is just proportional to the volume of liquid

i.e. 

 Volume Term av A
 



  



  

Recall that protons and neutrons are fermions so like electrons in an atom, you can't have
more than one of them in the same quantum state. Analogy with two columns of fluid
with different heights – it is energetically favourable to let half the excess of blue fluid
flow into the red fluid to minimize the gravitational potential energy.

E

p     n p     n p     n

volume (N-Z)/2

difference in
height
~ (N-Z)/2



  

Empirical evidence of pairing in nuclei:
Of all the known stable nuclei 167 are even-N even-Z
  4  are odd-N odd-Z

There is extra stability in the nucleus when there are an even number
of protons, paired off, and an even number of neutron, paired off.



  

- -



  

A very simple model of the nucleus which gives a pretty good
explaination for the gross features of the nuclear binding energy.

How good? Let's compare the predictions of this model
with experiment:



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Purpose of ISAC and other
radiioactive ion-beam labs
is to study the properties
of nuclei far from the valley
of stability – their masses
their structure, the reactions
that they undergo,
novel modes of nuclear
excited states, etc. etc.

Even the exact limits
of nuclear stability are not
well established.



  

Nuclei far from the valley of stability by means of
a spallation reaction on a heavy stable nucleus



  



  



  

In summary:

1. The mass and binding energy of a nucleus is an interplay
between the attractive strong interaction and the repulsive
Coulomb interaction.

2. The liquid drop model provides a simple way to understand
the systematic features of nuclear masses and binding energies
of nuclei close to the valley of stability

3. ISAC and other labs like it explore the properties of nuclei
far from the valley of stability.
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